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As pointed out by McMichael (McMichael et al. 2009) the
absence of health indicates a serious blind spot in the cli-
mate change (CC) discussion. This issue of the journal
assembles a series of articles under the heading of Climate
Changes Health. In her editorial, Sari Kovats makes the
point that health research in the CC domain is suffering
from the legacy of reductionism in the health sciences and
its clinical bias (Kovats 2009). One may claim that this is
true for a wide range of public health issues and research
agendas, but this legacy becomes particularly evident in
light of the new challenges that CC health research faces.
Overcoming reductionism by moving out of the laboratory
into the complexities of real life of people is both a well-
known challenge and success of epidemiological research
methods. Modern epidemiology combines the world of
molecules, proteins, and genes with peoples’ ever changing
life styles, environments, cultures, social factors and health
care systems to understand how public health is driven by
the interactions among all these factors. The challenge of
the research agenda (and policy making) on climate change
and health will be to connect the endogenous dots of a
‘systems biology’ perspective with the exogenous spheres
of the socio-cultural and physical environment and to put it
in the context of trans-generational changes due to climate
change. The latter will call for a broad ‘systems approach’,
beyond people and populations. Will we succeed to inte-
grate this further dimension of global changes due to CC,
expected to happen gradually, over decades if not centuries
to understand its implication on health and to properly
adapt health policies? While knowledge and facts do not
necessarily lead to healthy public policies (van Dijk 2008),
we certainly need good research to at least understand what
the right policies may possibly be. As discussed by Xun
et al., development of adequate methods is crucial (Xun
et al. 2009).
However, the challenge to understand the long-term
health implications of CC should not distract from taking
action on the by far strongest causes of morbidities, mor-
tality, and poor quality of life, namely socioeconomic
hardship, deprivation, and poverty (Marmot 2009). CC will
hit the socially deprived hardest (Gill and Stott 2009). If
societies continue to be ignorant of or unable to resolve the
paradox where the role of social factors in the etiology of
disease is well established while evidence and research are
lacking on what works to change the social determinants of
health (McQueen 2009), the ability to adapt public health
policy to the challenges of CC will be jeopardized. Mor-
tality and most common diseases are already two times
higher among the socially deprived (Koskinen and Puska
2009), but CC may further amplify these known inequali-
ties in health within and across populations (Madarasova-
Geckova 2009). On the other side, the CC challenges and
complexities should neither distract from the fact that a
range of CC abatement strategies, namely the reduction of
fossil fuel combustion, will have very immediate public
health consequences (McMichael et al. 2009). Well selec-
ted CC policies may result in very substantial and rather
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immediate ancillary health benefits (Kunzli and Perez
2009; McMichael et al. 2009).
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